SHORT QUOTATION NOTICE

The Executive Engineer (Maint. Cell), Engineering Division, MMRDA invites sealed quotation A-1 (Percentage rate) from the registered agencies in appropriate class in PWD those who have carried out similar magnitude and nature of work.

1. Name of Work : Addition and alteration for providing GIS room in the Planning Division at 7th Floor, Block – I, in MMRDA office building.

2. Estimated Cost : Rs. 2,90,287/-

3. Issue of Blank Quotation : From 02/12/14 to 10/12/14 during office hours to 15.00 hrs

4. Receiving & Opening Quotation : 11-12-2014 up to 13.00 hrs

The details of the work will be obtained from the undersigned.

The quotation shall be opened by the Executive Engineer or his authorized representative in the presence of intending bidders who may choose to remain present at the time of opening the quotation on 11-12-2014 after 15.00 hrs if possible.

In the event of the % quoted is agreeable, the agency will required to sign the agreement with a requisite stamp paper.

Nothing extra shall be paid over and above the quoted rates on any account. Please note.

Right to reject all or any quotation without assigning any reason thereof is reserved by the Competent Authority, MMRDA.

Sd/-
(M.Y. Patil)
Executive Engineer
Maintenance Cell

Copy to : (i) Notice Board, Engineering Division & Executive Engineers Office.

(ii) I.T. Cell, 2nd Floor, MMRDA Office Building.